When the Planet Cup 1983 Winner Came Forward to Assist
the Indian Team's Players, Lataji
After the planet Cup 1983 huge win, the Board of management for Cricket in an Asian country
(BCCI) was thinking of observance the players of the team and giving huge awards however the
matter was that he didn't have a lot of cash. the sport of cricket wasn't taken professionally by
that point and at that point, the BCCI wasn't cashing like 'Dhankuber'. Then Lata Mangeshkar
came forward to assist the BCCI and therefore the players in this manner.
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Indian cricket will be thought-about because of the milestone on the date of June twenty-five.
The Indian team won the planet Cup control in a European country in 1983 defeating the West
Indies on an equivalent day in 1983. Kapil Dev's had done this work, that no one at that point
had notional. once the Indian cricket team semiconductor diode by Kapil Dev reached European
country to play this World Cup, he was being thought-about terribly weak, however, when
winning the match, the Indian team's performance touched the peak.
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In the finals, the Asian country had a match against West Indies team. The West Indies team at
that point was terribly robust and it had been an equivalent champion in each the planet Cup
control in 1975 and 1979. during this means, everybody was ending India's campaign within the
final however Kapil Dev's created the not possible, attainable for the Indians to win. Chasing
any low score of 183 runs created by the Indian team, the West Indies had suffered plenty and it
had been one hundred forty runs away. This ending of 1983 established not solely to vary the
standing and direction of cricket. By that point the players didn't get a lot of cash within the
country, however, this ending modified the complete image.
After this huge ending, the Board of management for Cricket in an Asian country (BCCI) was
considering observance the players of the team and giving huge "AWARDS" however the
matter was that he didn't have a lot of cash. the sport of cricket wasn't taken professionally by
that point and at that point, the BCCI wasn't a lot of cash like 'Dhankuber'. Then the nice singer
of Asian country Smt Lata Mangeshkar came forward to assist the BCCI and therefore the
players in this manner. so as to lift funds for the players' economic award, then the BCCI
president NKP Salve urged Lata terrorist organization to prepare a concert. Lata Mangeshkar,
World Health Organization loves cricket terribly quickly, got prepared for it. This program was
organized within the capital town of Old Delhi A total of regarding twenty hundred thousand
rupees was collected from this program that was awarded to the players of the Indian team as a
prize. it'll be aforementioned that the greatness of Lataji is that he did this program for the free
BCCI. World Cup champion Lataji may be a special gift to the Indian cricket team.
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